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Product information

Non-contractual presentation photos, the machines are delivered without accessories 
unless otherwise stated. HiKOKI reserves the right to change certain technical 
characteristics, as well as the accessories supplied as standard. All products presented  
fall within the limit of the available stocks of HiKOKI Power Tools.

More information  about the product at
                      hikoki-powertools.eu

Read everything  
about our services at  
hikoki-powertools.eu

1  Weight according to EPTA-2004 procedure.
2  Standard accessories vary by country or area.

Compact size and lightweight

Performance equal to corded

Ideal for heavy work

36V - 6.8 J

Cordless SDS-max Demolition Hammer
H3641DA

April 2024

Versions2

H3641DAWAZ: 2x battery BSL36B18X, fastcharger UC18YSL3, 
side handle, bull point, blow case

H3641DAW2Z: Side handle, bull point, blow case

Characteristics
Compact size and lightweight make it easy to handle in various postures

High demolishing performance with efficient and powerful operation 
ensured by MULTI VOLT batteries

D-type side handle offers a secure grip for enhanced control and stability,
minimizing hand fatigue with optimal vibration absorption

Low Vibration Handle (LVH) for optimal work comfort and grip

Lock-on function for chiseling allows for easy operation and  
continuous use

The 4 speed control switch can be used for a wide range of  
applications, from light work such as removing tiles to heavy work  
such as demolishing concrete

Adjust the chisel angle in 12 steps at 30-degree intervals for increased 
versatility in handling diverse demolition tasks

MULTI VOLT battery technology: AC power, DC freedom

Brushless motor for high power, less wear and a long service life

Specifications
Voltage 36V

Brushless motor

Impact energy 6.8 J

Full load impact rate 1,500 - 2,870 bpm

Speed modes 4

Low Vibration Handle (LVH)

Lock-on function

LED light

Sound pressure level 94 dB

Sound power level 102 dB

Vibration emission value 9.6 m/s²

Dimensions (L x W x H) 463 x 248 x 95 mm

Tool weight 4.9 kg

Weight with battery1 6.0 - 6.3 kg
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